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Abstract Transaction management on Mobile Database Systems (MDS) has to cope
with a number of constraints such as limited bandwidth, low processing power, unreliable communication, and mobility etc. As a result of these constraints, traditional
concurrency control mechanisms are unable to manage transactional activities to
maintain availability. Innovative transaction execution schemes and concurrency control mechanisms are therefore required to exploit the full potential of MDS. In this paper, we report our investigation on a multi-versions transaction processing approach
and a deadlock-free concurrency control mechanism based on multiversion two-phase
locking scheme integrated with a timestamp approach. We study the behavior of the
proposed model with a simulation study in a MDS environment. We have compared
our schemes using a reference model to argue that such a performance comparison
helps to show the superiority of our model over others. Experimental results demonstrate that our model provide significantly higher throughput by improving degree
of concurrency, by reducing transaction wait time, and by minimizing restarts and
aborts.
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1 Introduction
A Mobile Database System (MDS) allows its clients to initiate and process transactions from anywhere and at anytime. MDS, which we envision, has a number of
applications and system level problems, which must be solved before MDS can be
fully realized. One of such complex problems is maintaining database consistency in
the presence of high contention transaction traffic. Maintaining consistency has always been a resource intensive process, however, it gets worse in MDS because of
a number of factors related to its architecture, availability and sharing of hardware
and software resources, distribution of data, and mobile client’s processing capability. One of the serious concerns is the efficient utilization of limited wireless channels
to provide acceptable level of performance [4].
Some of the problems in managing transaction and data in a mobile environment
have been identified in (we list only a few here) [5, 11, 13, 35, 42]. We revisit these
limitations and justify the need for developing an efficient transaction processing
scheme, augmented with a concurrency control and a serialization technique for Mobile Transactions (MT) running on MDS. We first identify some unique situations
which MT’s may encounter during their execution, and which do not appear in conventional database systems [30, 42].
• A short MT (accessing only a few data items) could become long-lived due to
the mobility of both the data and users, and due to frequent disconnections. Note
that long-lived here does not mean MT accesses a large number of database items,
rather it takes longer to finish the execution.
• Transactions in MDS are executed in a distributed manner (i.e., client-server)
which may be subjected to further restrictions due to inherent constraints such
as limited bandwidth. Distributed execution of transactions in the presence of mobility makes transaction commitment and termination quite complex [20].
• A MT may have to suffer “forced wait” or “forced abort” because of the lack
of wireless channels (uplink or downlink) and it may be delayed further due to
random hand-offs. In addition, a MT at mobile host may not be able to complete
its execution due to non-availability of complete DBMS capability.
In this paper, we present a transaction processing model augmented with a multiversion concurrency control mechanism (CCM) to increase resource availability and
reduced aborts in MDS. Our CCM aims to achieve high throughput and low-abort
rate by increasing data availability during concurrent read-write and write-write operations, and by reducing the restart rate. Note that reducing aborts is very important
in mobile networks [8]. A short-version of this paper appeared in [28] which did not
include formal model, experimental evaluation and proof of correctness. We compare
the performance of our protocol with a speculative model for transaction processing
(SMTP) using model that appeared in [38, 39]. In this reference model, each transaction is executed based on both after and before images and each transaction commits
based on the outcome of the previous transaction. Note that this is the closet model we
found which uses versions in a mobile environment and has some similarity with our
scheme. Moreover, this model outperforms basic 2PL [15], and WDL [7] in a similar
environment. We justify based on the experimental results that our model presented
in this paper outperforms the SMTP model in terms of response time and throughput.
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2 Architecture of mobile database system (MDS)
The architecture of the Mobile Database System (MDS) we are investigating is shown
in Fig. 1. It is a distributed client/server system based on the Personal Communication Systems (PCS). To incorporate distributed database functionality, we have added
a number of DBSs (database Servers) without affecting any aspect of the generic mobile network [23]. The entire platform is comparable to a distributed multidatabase
system with a special feature of mobility in data processing.
The platform is composed of a set of general purpose computers (PCs, workstations, etc.) which are interconnected through a high-speed wired network. These computers are categorized as Fixed Hosts (FH) and Base Stations (BS) or Mobile Support
Stations (DBS). A number of mobile computers (laptop, PDAs, etc.) referred to as
Mobile Hosts (MH) or Mobile Units (MU) are connected to the wired network components only through BSs via wireless channels. A BS maintains and communicates
with its MUs and has some processing capability. One or more BSs are connected
with a BSC (Base Station Controller or Cell Site Controller), which coordinates the
operation of its BSs using its own stored software program when commanded by
the MSC (Mobile Switching Center). The MSC is connected to the PSTN (Public
Switched Telephone Network). MUs are battery powered portable computers, which
move around freely in a restricted area, which we refer to as the “geographical mobility domain” (G). For example in Fig. 1, G is the total area covered by all BSs. This
size restriction on their mobility is mainly due to the limited bandwidth of wireless
communication channels.
To support the mobility of MHs and to exploit frequency reuse, the entire G is
divided into smaller areas called cells. Each cell is managed by a particular BS and is
allocated a set of frequencies for communication. The mobility support requires that
an MH must have unrestricted movement within G (inter-cell movement) and must
be able to access desired data from any cell. The process of crossing a cell boundary
Fig. 1 Reference architecture
of mobile database system
(MDS)
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by an MH and entering into another cell is referred to as a handoff. The process of
handoff is responsible for maintaining end-to-end data movement connectivity and is
transparent to the MH. A DBS provides full database services and it communicates
with MHs only through a BS. DBSs can either be installed at BSs or can be a part
of FHs or can be independent to BS or FH. MHs are mobile processors with some
light weight database functionality such as requesting locks, executing transactions
but can not terminate (complete) the transaction (can not change the final database
state).

3 Review of earlier works
In this section, we review some commonly used CCMs and a variety of MT processing model for managing database consistency for improving performance.
3.1 Concurrency control mechanisms
Commonly used CCMs are based on locking approach [7, 19]. A variety of lockingbased CCMs have been developed to cater for high contention transaction traffic.
Most of these algorithms are resource intensive and they would not provide acceptable performance if used in MDS. In addition, these algorithms would not be able to
manage long and short-lived MTs satisfactorily. Such situations do arise in conventional systems as well; however, on MDS, its effect on system performance will be
comparatively much more significant.
In optimistic schemes [21], cached objects on mobile hosts can be updated without
any co-ordination but the updates need to be propagated and validated at the database
servers before the commitment of MTs. This scheme leads to aborts of MTs unless
the conflicts are rare. Since MTs are expected to be long-lived they may suffer higher
degree of conflict where as our objective is to have very low abort rate in high conflicting traffic.
In pessimistic schemes [11], cached objects can be locked exclusively and MT
can be committed locally. Another optimistic method [18] minimizes the overheads
and transaction abort ratio by executing transactions only locally using caches. These
schemes lead to unnecessary transaction blocking since mobile hosts cannot release
any cached objects while it is disconnected. Existing caching methods attempt to
cache the entire data object or the complete file. Caching of these potentially large
objects over low bandwidth communication channels can result in wireless network
congestion and high communication cost and the limited cache size of MH is unable
to cache all desired data.
3.2 Mobile transaction execution models
Researchers have investigated different ways of structuring and processing MTs to
improve performance and system availability. These processing approaches are not
directly related to concurrency control so we review them briefly.
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Semantic based transaction processing models [9, 37] have been extended for mobile computing in [45] to increase concurrency by exploiting commutativity of operations. These techniques require caching large portion of the database or maintain
multiple copies of many data items. In [45], fragmentation of data objects has been
used to facilitate semantic based transaction processing in MDS. The scheme fragments data objects where each fragmented data object has to be cached independently
and manipulated synchronously. It, however, works only in situations where the data
objects can be fragmented like sets, aggregates, stacks and queues.
Dynamic object clustering has been proposed in mobile computing in [31, 32]
using weak-read, weak-write, strict-read and strict-write. Strict-read and strict-write
have the same semantics as normal read and write operations invoked by transactions
satisfying ACID properties [7]. A weak-read returns the value of a locally cached
object written by a strict-write or a weak-write. A weak-write operation only updates
a locally cached object, which might become permanent on cluster merging if the
weak-write does not conflict with any strict-read or strict-write operation. The weak
transactions use local and global commits. The “local commit” is same as our “commit” and “global commit” is same as our “termination” (see Sect. 4). However, a weak
transaction after local commit can be aborted and/or compensated. In our model, a
committed transaction does not abort and therefore, no undo or compensation is required. A weak transaction’s updates are visible to other weak transactions whereas
pre-writes are visible to all transactions. Reference [26] presents a new transaction
model using isolation-only transactions (IOT) which do not provide failure atomicity
and are similar to weak transactions of [31].
An open nested transaction model has been proposed in [10] for modeling mobile
transactions. The model allows MT to be executed in disconnected mode. It supports unilateral commitment of compensating and sub-transactions. However, not all
operations are compensated [10]. A Kangaroo Transaction (KT) model is presented
in [14]. It incorporates the property that transactions in MDS hop from one base station to another as the mobile unit moves. The mobility of MT is captured by the use
of split transaction [36]. A split transaction divides an on-going transaction into serializable subtransactions. Earlier created subtransaction may commit and the next
subtransaction can continue its execution. The mobile transaction splits when a hop
occurs. The model captures the data behavior of the mobile transaction using global
and local transactions. The model also relies on compensating transaction in case a
transaction aborts. Unlike KT, our model does not need any compensatory transaction and has low abort-rate. [38, 39] presented a speculative transaction processing
approach, which can increase concurrency, but require more resources since it has
high abort-rate in case of conflicts.
Transaction models for mobile computing that perform updates at mobile computers have been developed in [10, 31]. They propose a new correctness criterion [10]
that is weaker than serializability. They can cope more efficiently with the restrictions
of mobile and wireless communications.
In [27], a prewrite operation is used before a write operation in a mobile transaction to improve data availability. A prewrite operation does not update the data
object but only makes visible the future value the data object will have after the final
commit of the transaction. Once a transaction reads all the values and declares all
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the prewrites, it can pre-commit at mobile host (MH). The remaining transaction’s
execution is shifted to DBS. Writes on database consume resources at stationary host
and are therefore, delayed. A pre-committed transaction’s prewritten value is made
visible both at mobile and stationary hosts before the final commit of the transaction.
Thus, increases data availability during frequent disconnection common in mobile
computing. The model also provides only serializable schedules [29].
In [20] a mobile transaction model called Mobilaction was presented. In Mobilaction, a location property was added in the ACID properties of conventional transaction to manage location dependent processing, which is inherent in MDS. This work
also presented a commit protocol for Mobilaction and discussed its performance,
which showed that the model successfully handles location dependent queries.
Our motivation is to increase availability with efficient use of limited channels. It is
well-known that multiversion schemes significantly improve concurrency and many
such algorithms [7, 17, 24] use bounded number of versions to improve system performance. The mixed multiversions [3, 6, 12, 44] have two types of transactions, i.e.,
the read-only and update transaction. The read operation reads the old but consistent
versions while update (write) generates a new version of the old consistent version.
We believe that multiversion approach may work well in MDS if reads are allowed
only at mobile host and final writes are executed at DBSs. Multiversion schemes using two phase locking [7, 22] utilize the versions to allow the concurrent execution of
the conflicting transactions. Since the concurrent access of the conflicting reads and
writes is allowed on different versions of a data item in unrestricted fashion, the execution of a transaction must be validated before it can commit. In this case, the effort
of executing the transaction that fails validation is wasted and is undesirable in MDS
because aborts due to failed validation grows rapidly and gets worse with transaction
size. Agarwal and Krishnamurthy [2] have used multiversion concurrency control for
write-only transactions (blind-writes) and multiversions of objects have been proposed in disconnected databases [33], where transactions can work locally, but they
are aborted if they get involved in conflicts.
In MDS, therefore, a mobile transaction processing scheme and the concurrency
control mechanism must be able to achieve a balanced execution in the presence of
limited resources and autonomy of the mobile host with respect to read and write
operations. We first present our transaction-processing model and then discuss the
locking based concurrency control mechanism.

4 A mobile transaction processing model
We discuss a multiversion transaction (MV-T) execution scheme, which increases
data availability and reduces abort-rate using data versions. A successful MT in MVT goes through three states (a) start, (b) commit, and (c) terminate. At any time an
active MT may exist in any one of these states. A MT can start and commit (different
than usual commit in DBMS) at a mobile host (MH) but it terminates only at one of
the database servers (DBS). Our scheme synchronizes read and write lock requests on
different versions of a data item in a constrained manner. The constraints are specified
in terms of timestamps on the lock requested and on the lock held for the data item
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(Sect. 6). The correctness of the transaction execution is guaranteed if the transaction
can announce its commit by submitting its commit action to the server. No separate
validation phase is required. The model supports concurrent read and write operations
without blocking. A Read always gets the last committed or terminated version and is
never blocked. MV-T scheme increases data availability at MH and at the server and
supports both short and long transactions without very high block-rate or aborting
short-transactions.
We explain MV-T scheme through the execution of MTs. A MT arrives at MH
where it executes partially and the completion phase is moved to a DBS for execution.
We consider the following scenario: A MT can arrive at a DBS from any MH and at
the same time other MTs can start at DBSs initiated by other hosts connected via
fixed network.
We assume that a MH starts and initiates the commit of a new MT but it always
terminates at DBS. The commit of the transaction is the logical completion of the
transaction after which MH sends the updated data items to DBS. The termination
of a transaction is the state at which DBS revokes all the locks assigned to the transaction and the modified data items are successfully installed in the database at DBS.
A transaction that committed successfully at MH is assured of successful termination
at DBS. Note that MH has no DBMS capability to finish the transaction execution. It
can only create a new value or image of a data item, but only DBMS can install that
in the database.
In our execution model, we improve the concurrency of mobile transactions by
making use of the time between the commitment of the mobile transaction at MH
and the termination of the transaction at DBS. Consider the following examples and
applications.
Example Consider two transactions T1 and T2 being executed at two MHs controlled
by the same DBS (Fig. 2). Transaction T2 starts as soon as T1 commits but before it
terminates. T2 does not wait for the transaction T1 to terminate in order to start its
operations, thus increases concurrency. If a transaction is allowed to commit at MH,
the data item values that are written by the transaction at MH, are send to DBS, which
are then available to other transactions.
Application 1 In a mobile banking application where a bank agent can visit different
regions to collect deposits/withdrawn of money in remote zones using a mobile de-

Fig. 2 Concurrent transaction execution
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vice, once a check-deposit transaction is executed, the balance gets updated (commit)
but the transaction terminates only when the money is deposited in the bank which
then can be withdrawn. However, the account balance is available for reading after
the commit of the check-deposit transaction at the mobile device.
Application 2 In emerging wireless networks, a MH can broadcast in its Cell committed values along with the time stamp and therefore, can save substantial wireless
communication overhead as other MHs may not have to send their read requests to
DBS for read-only locks and can always compare the broadcasted values to get the
most recent updated values. It is only when a MH wants to read and write, locks need
to be set. This increases the availability and reduces response time for read-only data
objects.
4.1 Multiversion of data items
We use the concept of two versions (one committed and one terminated) to develop
our transaction execution model. We then extend our scheme for multiversion (many
committed and one terminated) case. Initially, we maintain two versions of a data
item at any particular instance. When a MH requests for a data item, one of the two
versions, depending upon the specified constraints (discussed later in the section), is
i
, where ‘X’ is the data item;
granted. We represent a version of data item as Xts(i)
‘ts(i)’ is the timestamp of the mobile transaction Ti that has written the version of
i
the data item. ‘ts(i)’ stands for the current timestamp of data item version Xts(i)
used in version selection to process a read operation on ‘X’. It also implies that the
transaction Ti , which has updated the data item, has been successfully committed at
MH but is yet to be terminated at DBS. DBS assigns timestamps to the data items
when a transaction accesses them, and are assumed to be synchronized across the
system.
j
Formally, the two versions of a data item ‘X’ maintained at DBS are: X0 and
j
k
Xts(k)
. X0 is the data version written by the mobile transaction Tj , which has been
terminated successfully at DBS. The subscript ‘zero’ indicates the successful termik
, as said earlier, is the new version of data item created
nation of Tj at DBS. Xts(k)
by the committed mobile transaction Tk at MH that has created the new value at time
ts(k), but is not yet terminated (Tj < Tk in timespace) at DBS. We discuss two cases.
Case 1: Concurrent read-write access to increase availability: In this case, we
discuss how committed and terminated versions are used to increase the concurrency
among read and write operations. In Fig. 3, DBS has one version of data item ‘X’
and two versions of data item ‘Z’. Versions, X0i and Z0i , represent that a transaction
k
,
Ti which updated X and Z has been most recently terminated. The version Zts(k)
indicates that there is a transaction Tk that is committed but is yet to be terminated.
The data item versions present at MH indicate that earlier the transaction Tj being
executed at MH has requested a read operation on data item ‘Z’ and a write operation
on data item ‘X’. DBS assigned the most up-to-date version of data items to the
k
(committed version) and X0i
read operation. Hence, Tj read data item versions Zts(k)
(terminated version) available at DBS. After obtaining write permission (write-lock)
j
k
on data item ‘X’, it writes its version Xts(j ) . Version Zts(k)
at DBS indicates that
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Fig. 3 Case 1: data versions at
MH and DBS

(a)

(b)
Fig. 4 a Case 2: data versions at MH and DBS, before Tj commits at MH. b Data versions at DBS and
MH (case 2) after Tj commits at MH

there existed a transaction Tk that has committed at MH but not yet terminated. In
our model, in order to maintain exactly two versions of a data item, we do not assign
write permission on a data item to any transaction if there is another transaction that
holds the write permission on that data item. The concurrent write operations on
a data item conflict. Also, a transaction abort after acquiring write permission might
result in cascading aborts. It is also possible that both transactions can simultaneously
commit at MH resulting in the existence of more than one committed version of data
item. Therefore, MH cannot obtain a write permission and write its version of ‘Z’
k
.
but can only read the version Zts(k)
Case 2: Concurrent write-write access to increase availability: In Fig. 4(a), we see
that there exist two versions of data items ‘X’ and ‘Z’ at DBS. As discussed earlier,
k
k
and Zts(k)
represent that there exist a committed but yet to be
the data items Xts(k)
terminated transaction Tk . The data items X0i and Z0i represent a transaction Ti that
is most recently terminated at DBS. We see that the transaction Tj being executed on
k
at MH. Here, we have relaxed the condition that: “There
MH reads the version Xts(k)
cannot be more than one committed version of data item at DBS”. That is, DBS
assigns the write permission to transaction Tj at MH on data item ‘X’ even though
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there exists a committed but yet to be terminated transaction Tk at DBS that has a
k
committed version Xts(k)
. This is possible because the transaction Tk is committed
and therefore assured of successful termination. The versions of a data item written
by such transaction are up-to-date and can be used by another transaction. Since
transactions can be terminated only at DBS, it can keep track of the order in which
transactions need to be terminated. Thus, DBS can give a write permission on a data
item when there exists another transaction that is committed on the same data item
but yet to be terminated. Hence, Tj at MH is assigned the write permission on data
j
k
. It then writes its own version of data item, Xts(j ) . The
item ‘X’ with version Xts(k)
j

transaction Tj then commits at MH and sends the version Xts(j ) to DBS to terminate.
Though our discussions in this paper is focused on two versions, however, in general, we can see that there can be more than one committed versions of a data item
present at DBS resulting from transactions that have written newer versions of data
item ‘X’ and are successfully committed at MH but yet to be terminated at DBS
(Fig. 4(b)). DBS terminates them in the order in which they have been committed
earlier. In Fig. 4(b), Tk terminates first and Tj is terminated next and so on. Thus,
DBS improves concurrency. Note that if a new transaction Tl arrives at DBS requesting read or write operation on the data item ‘X’ when Tj holds the write access, it is
blocked until Tj commits.
The actual lock-acquiring scenario is discussed in the next section where we introduce the locking protocol and read and write constraints.

5 Locking protocol
We have used locking for achieving isolation, timestamp to avoid deadlock, and use
incremental locking to eliminate cascading aborts. We introduce an additional lock
type called verified-lock. A write-lock is converted to a verified-lock after a MT’s
commit. If there are conflicting lock requests then MTs are either blocked or aborted.
We refer to a MT that is requesting a data item as requestor and the MT that holds
the requested data as the holder. A requestor is blocked when its timestamp is higher
than the holder.
A MT gets the latest version of data item on a read request. This defines our Read
Rule, which is applied to all read requests. Note that in an optimistic model a transaction usually reads an older version of the data item. A requestor is blocked when
it does not get the data item. Action taken by the scheduler on the lock request that
fails to satisfy the constraints is rejected to avoid conflicts. Since no MT is blocked
indefinitely, there is no deadlock. We discuss the following two cases to explain how
locking is applied to them.
Locking rules for case 1 DBS assigns the locks to the requesting MTs. These transactions can be initiated at a MH or at DBS. There are two kinds of read locks: rl =0 (X)
and rl =0 (X). These read-locks differentiate two versions of data items: rl =0 (X) for
k
terminated version X0i and rl =0 (X) for committed version Xts(k)
respectively. We
have write lock wl(X) for write operation and a verified lock vl(X) which shows the
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Fig. 5 Lock compatibility matrix (for case 1 only)

transition from ‘Commit State’ of mobile transaction at MH to ‘Termination State’
of mobile transaction at DBS.
A MT at MH acquires the required locks on data items before performing any
read or write. DBS assigns MH the appropriate version of the data item to read. The
requested lock on a data item is assigned in such a manner that there is no other MT
holding a conflicting lock. The read locks do not conflict with any of the read, write
or the verified lock. The write lock conflict with write and verified locks because
a MT can be aborted after it has acquired the write lock and if some other MT is
assigned the write lock on the same data item, it can result in cascading aborts. One
may think that both MTs can simultaneously commit at MH and convert their write
locks to verified locks which may result in the existence of more than one committed
version of data item (possible only when the other MT holding write lock has already
committed as discussed earlier in Case 2, Fig. 4(b)). This situation may occur when
both MTs try to obtain a verified lock, which results in violation of the condition—
there exists at the most two versions of data item at any instance of time at a DBS. One
of which is a terminated version and the other is committed but yet to be terminated
version of data item. The lock compatibility matrix shown is in Fig. 5.
There are two constraints that must be satisfied by any MT for obtaining locks.
DBS checks constraint before assigning locks and assigns verified lock to a MT when
it has completed all its reads and writes and has committed. The actions performed
when a MH executes commit are:
i. The new versions of a data item (if any) are sent to DBS.
ii. The write locks held by MTs are converted into verified locks at DBS.
i
iii. The committed version of data items written by MT, Xts(i)
is available for other
MTs.
DBS later executes a terminate ‘ti ’ command to end MT’s execution. The different
actions performed at the execution of terminate command at DBS are:
i
i. All MTs holding read locks rl =0 (X) on data item version Xts(i)
are converted to
=0
rl (X).
j
ii. The previous committed and terminated versions of data item X0 are deleted and
i
is converted to X0i .
data version Xts(i)
iii. All the verified locks are revoked and so are the read locks assigned to Ti .
iv. Once locks are revoked and the version of the data item is being updated at DBS,
it completes the MT.
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Fig. 6 Lock compatibility matrix (case 2)

Due to the conflict between write and verified locks only two versions of a data
are available at DBS. The compatibility matrix in Fig. 6 shows that no two MTs can
have write locks on the same data item simultaneously.
Locking rules for case 2 In this case we relax the constraint that at most only two
versions of data item at any instance of time are available to improve concurrency.
The compatibility matrix for this case is shown in Fig. 6 and the data versions scenario at DBS and MH is shown in Fig. 4(b). In Fig. 6, if a MT holding the verified
lock on the data item is committed but is still to be terminated then it can assign the
conflicting write lock or verified lock to another MT at MH. It can do that by maintaining the order in which MTs need to be terminated, as discussed earlier in Case 2
(Fig. 4(b)). This is possible because DBS can only assign locks to MH and terminates
a transaction. Thus, when Tj at MH requests DBS a write or a verified lock on data
item ‘X’, DBS can assign the write lock or verified lock to Tj provided the current
lock held by Ti on DBS is the verified lock. The DBS records the order of verified
locks after assigning the lock to Tj . When Tj commits, DBS performs termination in
the order in which it has assigned the verified locks, i.e., Ti and then Tj . If Ti cannot
be terminated, then Tj is held from termination until Ti is terminated. In this way
DBS preserves the correct serial order of MT execution. Also, the value read by Tj is
a correct value written by Ti since Tj gets the write lock only after Ti is committed
but is yet to be terminated.
In MDS, a MH can encounter handoff randomly. This gets worse with highly
mobile MHs. We argue that a handoff does not affect our locking protocol. If a lock is
not granted to a transaction then it is blocked irrespective of its connection status and
its geographical location. For example if a transaction running at a MH requests a lock
in cell 1 and the MH moves to cell 2 then irrespective of its geographical location,
the transaction will be blocked. Note that the change in the status of a transaction
(blocked or aborted) is free from the movement and status of the MH where it is
executing. Of course the movement (handoff) will have some effect on the behavior
of our schemes which is included in the performance study (we assume 10% handoff in all our experiments). Further, it is useful to investigate the situation when a
disconnection occurs before the MH receives a lock granted confirmation. This can
be treated as “not granted” if the disconnection is flowed with “doze mode”. We have
modeled the effect of disconnection after a handoff in this manner.
The status of the underlying network (i.e., network partition) does have some effect on transaction management. This, however, is true only in wired network. In
cellular network on which MDS is mounted, such network partition does not exist. If
a MH crosses the geographical mobility domain (Fig. 1), then it can be treated as a
disconnection and our scheme is capable of handling this.
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6 Constraints with read and write operations
In our model, a read request is completed at DBS using a Read rule similar to the
multi-version timestamp ordering (MVTO) read rule [7]. Whenever a transaction
wants to read a data item then the committed version of the data item with the largest
timestamp less than or equal to the timestamp of the transaction is selected. That is,
2
if there exist versions: X01 and Xts(2)
at DBS and transaction T 3 at MH or at DBS
2
requesting data item X having a timestamp ts(T 3) > ts(T 2), then T 3 is given Xts(2)
and otherwise X01 . A read protocol on is stated as follows:
• Ti requests a read lock on the data item X.
=0
j
• DBS grants rli0 (X) or rli (X) corresponding to whether the version X0 or version
k
(if it exists and is committed) is selected in accordance with the read rule;
Xts(k)
and the read lock version satisfies the specified constraints.
• Transaction Ti reads the selected version of X.
The write protocol is stated as follows:
• Ti requests a write lock on data item X.
• DBS grants wli (X), if there are no conflicts.
i
• Ti creates a new version Xts(i)
for data item X.
The following two constraints must be satisfied before the requested lock is
granted:
Constraint 1 If a transaction Tj at DBS holding wlj (X) lock, then transaction Ti
gets read lock if timestamp(Ti ) > timestamp(Tj ).
This condition checks for the situation that no read request is processed violating
the Read rule, that is, if the transaction Tj that is holding a write lock on the data item
and has a timestamp less than the transaction Ti that is requesting a read lock then
granting a read lock might result in violation of serializability and also might result
in cascading aborts. This constraint satisfaction results automatically in maintaining
serializability of transaction execution at DBS.
Constraint 2 The write lock request wli (X) or verified lock request vli (X) for transaction Ti (at MH or at DBS) must satisfy:
(a) There does not exist any transaction at DBS holding wl(X) or vl(X) (verified
lock); and for all transaction Tj at MH that holds rlj0 (X), the timestamp(Ti ) ≥
timestamp(Tj ).
(b) If there is any other transaction Tk at DBS holding vlk (X) lock, then
timestamp(Tk ) < timestamp(Ti ), where Ti is a requesting verified or write-lock
on X.
This constraint ensures that the transactions at DBS, already having the read locks
on previous version of data items are not made void by assigning a write lock or
verified lock to another transaction that comes after these transactions, thus avoiding
aborts.
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Rules for terminating a transaction The termination for Ti may not be invoked
immediately after it commits. The following rules must be observed for correct execution of transactions:
1. Ti at MH will precede Tj at DBS in commit order if Ti has read a previous version
of a data item for which Tj has created a new version or Tj has read the committed
version of the data item written by Ti . This is because if Ti reads the previous version of a data object, which has later been updated by Tj then if Tj commits before
Ti then it should have read the updated version. Note that a read-only transaction
also needs to send the commit information to DBS. Other alternative is that such
read-only transaction can be switched back in the transaction history for the serialization purpose. In the second possibility, if Tj has read the committed version
written by Ti then Ti should come before Tj in the serialization order.
2. Tj can not terminate at DBS until each transaction Ti at MH that has either read
i
that has been read by Tj ,
X0k (for some k) or written a committed version Xts(i)
has been terminated. This is because a transaction may be reading two data items,
for one it may get a data version written by the last terminated transaction and
for another data item version it may read, is written by the committed transaction.
Thus, there is no equivalent serial order as read-only transaction read one version
of data object at initial state and updated version of the second object.
3. Ti executed at MH cannot terminate at DBS until Tj that has committed before
Ti, terminates at DBS.
Blocking transactions Deadlocks and subsequent aborts could be costlier in a mobile environment. Also, wireless connection from MH to DBS is expensive; therefore,
we would like to avoid MH contacting DBS as far as possible. In some situations
when a lock cannot be granted, a transaction can be blocked rather than aborted and
when the lock is available, it can be unicasted. Consider a case where a read transaction initiated by MH does not satisfy constraint-1 then it should be blocked at DBS
rather than aborting it. When at DBS the write lock of a transaction is converted into
the verified-lock, the transaction blocked at MH can read the committed version. DBS
can unicast this message and MH needs not be contacted DBS again.
Deadlock avoidance rule If Ti holds a write- or verified-lock lock on X then
the write-lock request on X by other transaction Tj is rejected if timestamp(Ti ) >
timestamp(Tj ); otherwise Tj is blocked.
Using the above rule along with the write-lock request that fail the constraint 2
can make the execution deadlock free. Since lock requests are blocked in asymmetric
fashion; only transaction with higher timestamp may be blocked by a transaction with
a lower timestamp, there will not be any deadlocks.
6.1 Comparison with constrained shared locking model
The lock acquisition in our proposed model has some similarity with the constrained
shared locking model in [1]. The Lock Acquisition rule in constrained shared locking model states that: in an history H , for any two operations pi [x] and qj [x] such
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Fig. 7 Lock compatibility matrix (case 2)

that pli [x] ⇒ qlj [x] is permitted, if Ti acquires pli [x] before Tj acquires qlj [x],
then execution of pi [x] must precede the execution of qj [x]. In our proposed model,
according to Property2a : For any two transactions Ti and Tj at DBS, if ci < cj then
vli (x) < vlj (x) and ti < tj , we state that the transactions obtain verified locks at DBS
and also terminate in the order they commit. That is, for two transactions Ti and Tj
if there exists an ordering ci (x) ⇒ cj (x) then
1. they obtain verified locks in the same order of the form vli (x) ⇒ vlj (x) and
2. the corresponding termination operations have ordering of the form ti ⇒ tj .
There is an ordering for obtaining conflicting write locks and verified locks given
a condition that one of the two transactions is a committed transaction at DBS. That
is for a transaction Ti which is committed at DBS and holding vli (x) lock, if there is
another transaction Tj requesting a write-lock on x, it is assigned the write lock by
maintaining an order between vli (x) and wlj (x). Therefore if vli (x) ⇒ wlj (x) then
vli (x) ⇒ vlj (x) and ti ⇒ tj .
The compatibility matrix shown in Fig. 6 is redrawn in Fig. 7 depicting the abovediscussed cases where there is some similarity between the proposed model and the
constrained shared locking model of [1].

7 Formal proof of correctness
A read operation executed by a mobile transaction Ti on a data object ‘x’ is denoted
j
k
either as ri (xts(k)
) or ri (x0 ) depending on the read and write rule constraints specij

fied in Sect. 5. A write operation is executed as wi (xts(j ) ). The commit is denoted as
‘ci ’, an abort as ‘ai ’ and terminate as ti . When a transaction is committed its changes
are updated at the DBS (DBS) and if it aborts, all the data versions that the transaction has created will be discarded. A transaction is correct if it maps the database at
DBS (DBS) from one consistent state to another consistent state. Formally a mobile
transaction Ti is a partial order with ordering <i where
j

k
i
) or ri (x0 ), wi (xts(i)
) | x is a design object } ∪ {ci , ai , ti }.
i. Ti ⊆ {ri (xts(k)

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

j

k
) ∈ Ti if and only if ri (x0 ) ∈
/ Ti .
If ri (xts(k)
/ Ti and vice-versa.
If ai ∈ Ti if and only if ci ∈
If ‘t’ is ci or ai then for any operation p <i t.
k
i
k
If ri (xts(k)
), wi (xts(i)
) ∈ Ti then ri (xts(k)
) <i wi (xii ).

Let T = {T0 , T1 , T2 , . . . , Tn } be a set of transactions, where the operations of Ti are
ordered by <i for 0 ≤ i ≤ n. To process operations from T , a multiversion scheduler
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must translate T’s operations on (single version) data items into operations on specific
versions of those data items. This translation can be formalized by a function “f ” that
i
k
), each ri (x) into ri (xts(k)
) for some k, each ci into ci ,
maps each wi (x) into wi (xts(i)
and each ai into ai .
A complete multiversion (MV) history [7] H over T is partial order with order
relation <H where

i. H = f ( ni=0 Ti ) for some translation function ‘f ’, which is the combination of
read and write rule constraints in our transaction model;
ii. for each Ti and all operations pi and qi in Ti , if pi <i qi , then f (pi ) < f (qi );
i
i
i
iii. if f (rj (x)) = rj (xts(i)
), then wi (xts(i)
) <H rj (xts(i)
);
i
iv. if wi (x) <i ri (x), then f (ri (x)) = ri (xts(i) ); and
i
), i = j , and cj ∈ H , then ci <H cj .
v. if f (rj (x)) = rj (xts(i)
A committed projection of a MV history H , denoted as C(H ), is obtained by
removing from H the operations of all but the committed transactions. C(H ) is complete MV history if H is a MV history [7]. Two MV histories over a set of transactions
are equivalent iff the histories have the same operations. Two operations in an MV
history conflict if they operate on the same version and one is a Write. Only one
pattern of conflict is possible in an MV history: if pi < qj and these operations coni
i
] and qj is rj [xts(i)
] for some data item x. The other type of
flict, then pi is wi [xts(i)
conflicts [7] are not possible. Thus conflicts in MV history correspond to reads-from
relationships.
A complete MV history is serial if for a pair of transactions Ti and Tj ∈ H , either
all operations executed by Ti precede all operations executed by Tj or vice versa.
Not all serial MV histories behave like ordinary serial 1V histories [7]. A serial MV
history H is one-copy (or 1-serial) if for all i, j , and x, if Ti reads x from Tj , then
i = j , or Tj is the last transaction preceding Ti that writes into any version of x. A
MV history is one-copy serializable (or 1SR) if its committed projection, C(H ), is
equivalent to an 1-serial MV history.
The serialization graph SG(H) for an MV history is defined as for an 1V history.
Given an MV history H and a data item x, a version order, , for an x in H is
a total order of versions of x in H . A version order for H is the union of version
0
0
0
], w0 [yts(0)
], w0 [zts(0)
],
orders of data items. For example for a history H = w0 [xts(0)
0
0
0
0
3
3
1
2
],
r1 [xts(0) ], r2 [xts(0) ], r2 [zts(0) ], r3 [zts(0) ], w1 [yts(1) ], w2 [xts(2) ], w3 [yts(3) ], w3 [zts(3)
0
0
3
2
1
c1 , c2 , c3 possible version orders are xts(0) xts(2) , yts(0) yts(1) yts(3) .
The Multiversion Serialization Graph for H and version order , MVSG(H, ),
j
is SG(H) with the following version order edges added: for each rk [xts(j ) ] and
j

i
i
] in C(H ) where i, j and k are distinct, if xts(i)
xts(j ) , then include
wi [xts(i)
Ti → Tj otherwise include Tk → Ti . An MV history H is 1SR and hence conflict
serializable, iff there exists a version order
such that MVSG(H, ) is acyclic.
We now discuss a few possible histories during concurrent transaction executions
according to our model. We assume that the multiversion scheduler of our transaction model starts in an initial correct and consistent database state D0 , with a single
version x00 for each data item xjk in the database
1. The history produced by our transaction is conflict serializable and is equal to
serial 1V history.
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Consider the following simple history that conforms to both read and write rule
constraints during obtaining locks. Given ts(1) < ts(2) < ts(3) < ts(4).
=0

1
rl1=0 (x)r1 (x00 )rl2=0 (x)r2 (x00 )c2 wl1 (x)w1 (xts(1)
)c1 (wl1 (x) → vl1 (x))rl3 (x)
=0

1
3
3
)wl3 (x)w3 (xts(3)
)t2 c3 (wl3 (x) → vl3 (x))rl4 (x)r4 (xts(3)
)c4 t1 t3 t4 .
r3 (xts(1)

The MVSG for the above history is T0 ← T2 T1 ← T3 ← T4 (assuming that the
version x00 results from an earlier terminated transaction T0 ). It is acyclic. If we remove the versions of data items then that would also results in:
=0

rl1=0 (x)r1 (x)rl2=0 (x)r2 (x)c2 wl1 (x)w1 (x)c1 (wl1 (x) → vl1 (x))rl3 (x)
=0

r3 (x)wl3 (x)w3 (x)t2 c3 (wl3 (x) → vl3 (x))rl4 (x)r4 (x)c4 t1 t3 t4 .
It is clear that the above history is a serial 1V history with the execution order of
T2 → T 1 → T 3 → T 4 .
We now prove that if a transaction doesn’t conform to either the read rule or the
write rule constraint then it will not result in a serial 1V history.
2. A transaction cannot be assigned locks if there is some other uncommitted transaction at DBS holding conflicting locks.
=0

1
1
)rl3 (x)r3 (xts(1)
)c1 (wl1 (x)
rl1=0 (x)r1 (x00 )rl2=0 (x)r2 (x00 )c2 wl1 (x)w1 (xts(1)
=0

1
3
)wl3 (x)w3 (xts(3)
)t2 c3 (wl3 (x)
→ vl1 (x))rl3 (x)r3 (xts(1)
=0

3
→ vl3 (x))rl4 (x)r4 (xts(3)
)c4 t1 t3 t4 .

The above history is not possible since transaction T1 holds write locks and hence
=0
the read lock rl3 (x) cannot be assigned to T3 against the read rule constraint.
Properties We now discuss possible properties that every operation in the transaction execution history of our mobile transaction model conforms to, and then later
will prove the correctness of our locking protocol scheme by describing it using multiversion serializability theory discussed earlier in the section1 and confirming that
all histories produced by it are 1SR.
Let H be a history over T {T1 , T2 , T3 , . . .} produced by our locking protocol. Then
H must satisfy the following properties.
Property 1 For each Ti , there is a unique timestamp ts(Ti ). For simplicity, we assume that ts(Ti ) = ts(i).
Property 2 For each Ti , the terminate action ti follows after the commit action and
the verified lock vli (x) acquisition; i.e. ci < vli (x) < ti .
1 Interested users can refer to reference book [7] for a detail discussion on multiversion serializability

theory.
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Property 2a For any two transactions Ti and Tj at DBS, if ci < cj then vli (x) <
vlj (x) and ti < tj .
Property 2a states that if two transactions commit in an order they acquire and hold
verified locks at DBS in the same order as they commit and they are terminated in the
same order as they had acquired the verified locks, thus maintaining the serializability
of transaction execution and allowing DBS to assign conflicting vl and wl locks.
j

j

Property 3a For each rk [x0 ] ∈ H , either (1) tj < rk [x0 ] and j > 0; or (2) x00 ∈ D0
(initial consistent state of database of data items at DBS).
j

j

Property 3b For each rk [xts(j ) ] ∈ H , either (1) cj < rk [xts(j ) ] < vlj (x) < tj <
j

j

j

vlk (x) < tk and ts(xts(j ) ) < ts(Tk ); or (2) wj [xts(j ) ] < rk [xts(j ) ] and j = k.
l
k
k
l
Property 4 For each rk [xts(a)
] and wk [xts(k)
] ∈ H ; if wk [xts(k)
] < rk [xts(a)
] then
a = k and l = k.

Property 3a, 3b together says that every Read rk [x] either reads a committed version or reads a version written by itself (i.e. Tk ). In either case, it reads the version
with the timestamp less than or equal to ts(Tk ). tj < tk in Property 3b follows from
the definition of unary relation terminates. Property 4 says that if Tk wrote x before
the scheduler received rk [x], it translates the request to read the version written by Tk .
j

j

j

i
Property 5a For every rk [x0 ] and wi [xts(i)
] ∈ H ; either ti < rk [x0 ] or rk [x0 ] < ti .
j

j

Property 5a says that rk [x0 ], i.e. a read on the version x0 , created by the terminated transaction Tj at DBS, is strictly ordered with respect to the terminate action
of every transaction (either at MH or at DBS) that writes x. This is because each
i
transaction Ti that writes xts(i)
and commits at MH making the version available for
other transactions holds a verified lock vli (x) at DBS. Each such transaction Ti waits
j
for each transaction that has read the existing version x0 to terminate, before it can
terminate and release vli (x) lock. Since the vl and wl locks conflict (according to
j
case 1, Fig. 5) for each transaction Tk that reads x0 , either Ti must have terminated
j
before Tj even got the wlj (x) lock, i.e. ti < wlj (x) < tj < rk [x0 ] < tk ; or Ti must
j
j
have terminated after Tk reading the version x0 had terminated, i.e. rk [x0 ] < tk < ti .
j

i
i
Property 5b For every rk [xts(j ) ] and wi [xts(i)
] ∈ H ; if wi [xts(i)
] then (1) either
j

j

j

vli (x) < rk [xts(j ) ] or ti < rk [xts(j ) ]; else (2) rk [xts(j ) ] < vli (x), tk < ti and ts(k) <
ts(i).
j

j

Property 5b says that rk [xts(j ) ], i.e. a read on a committed version xts(j ) due to
a transaction Tj committed successfully at MH but yet to be terminated at DBS, is
strictly ordered with respect to the every transaction that holds verified lock vli (x) at
DBS after committing at MH and writing a version of data item x.
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(1) As discussed in case 2, Fig. 6, DBS assigns conflicting vl and wl locks on data
items depending on the condition that the transactions that have written new version
of data item must be committed successfully at MH and hold a verified lock at DBS
in a strict complete order of execution. Therefore Ti must have either successfully
committed at MH and have acquired vli (x) or terminated and released the vli (x)
lock before Tj even got the wlj (x) lock, i.e. either ci < vli (x) < wlj (x) or ti <
j
wlj (x) < cj < rk [xj ];
j

(2) By definition of the terminate action, tj converts the version xts(j ) read by
j

=0

j

rk [xts(j ) ] into x0 ; converts the rlk (x) lock into rlk0 (x) lock; and then releases the
vlj (x) lock. By the Property 3b, tj < tk . Thus after Tj terminated and before Tk
terminates, if ts(k) > ts(i), wli (x) lock request must wait for Tk to terminate and
j
release the now rlk0 (x) lock in accordance with Constraint 2, i.e. rk [xts(j ) ] < tj <
tk < wli (x) < ti ; otherwise ts(k) < ts(i) and Ti obtains the wli (x) lock, writes the
j
i
, and then waits for Tk that has read the new version x0 , to terminate,
version xts(i)
j

i.e. rk [xts(j ) ] < tj < wli (x) < tk < ti .
j

j

i
] (i, j , k distinct); if ti < rk [x0 ] then
Property 6a For every rk [x0 ] and wi [xts(i)
ti < t j .
j

j

i
] (i, j , k distinct); if ti < rk [xts(j ) ]
Property 6b For every rk [xts(j ) ] and wi [xts(i)
then ti < tj .
j

Property 6a says that rk [x0 ] reads the most recently terminated version of x. Asj
sume to the contrary that tj < ti . But then the version x0 generated when Tj is
terminated, must have been deleted and replaced by x0i when Ti terminates, and
j
thus rk [x] could not have accessed x0 . Property 6b combined with Property 3b
j
says that rk [xts(j ) ] either reads the version written by itself or the most recently
j

j

committed version xts(j ) . Since the vl and wl locks conflict, if ti < rk [xts(j ) ] then
j

ti < wj [xts(j ) ] < cj , which combined with Property 3b says ti < tj .
j

j

i
], i = j , j = k, if rk [x0 ] < ti then tk < ti .
Property 7a For every rk [x0 ] and wi [xts(i)
j

j

i
], i = j , j = k, if rk [xts(j ) ] < ti then
Property 7b For every rk [xts(j ) ] and wi [xts(i)
tk < t i .

Property 7a, 7b says that Ti cannot terminate until every transaction that has read
the existing terminated version, has terminated. Property 7a follows directly from the
definition of unary relation terminates. Property 7b follows from Property 5b and
Property 2a.
j

i
Property 8 For every wi [xts(i)
] and wj [xts(j ) ], either ti < tj or tj < ti .
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Property 8 says that the termination of every two transaction that writes the same
data item are atomic with respect to each other.
Theorem Every history H produced is 1SR.
Proof By Property 2, Property 3a, 3b, Property 4, H preserves reflexive reads-from
relationship and is recoverable. Hence it is a MV history. Define a version order
as x i
x j only if ti < tj . By Property 8,
is indeed a version order. We will
prove that all edges in MVSG(H, ) are in the termination order. That is Ti → Tj in
MVSG(H, ) then ti < tj .
Let Ti → Tj be in SG(H). This edge corresponds to a reads-from relationship such
as Tj reads x from Ti . By Property 3a ti < rj [x0i ] and from Property 2 rj [x0i ] < tj .
i
], ti < tj .
Hence ti < tj . Similarly, by Property 3b and Property 2a for any rj [xts(i)
j

j

i
], wj [xts(j ) ] and rk [x0 ], (i, j ,
Consider a version order edge induced by wi [xts(i)
i
j
j
x or x
x i . If x i
x j , then the version
k distinct). There are two cases: x
xi ,
order edge is Ti → Tj , and ti < tj follows from the definition of . If x j
j
i
x , tj < ti follows from the
then the version order edge is Tk → Ti . Since x
j
j
definition of the version order. By Property 5a either ti < rk [x0 ] or rk [x0 ] < ti . In
j
former case, Property 6a implies that ti < tj contradicting tj < ti . Thus rk [x0 ] < ti .
By Property 7a, tk < ti that is Tk → Ti , as desired. The case of the version order
j
j
i
edge induced by wi [xts(i)
], wj [xts(j ) ] and rk [xts(j ) ], (i, j , k distinct) can be proved
in exactly similar manner, just by applying Property 5b, Property 6b and Property 7b
in place of Property 5a, Property 6a and Property 7a respectively as used in the above
discussed case.
This proves that all edges in the MVSG(H, ) are in termination order.
Since termination order is embedded in a history, which is acyclic by definition,
MVSG(H, ) is acyclic too. Thus, from the definition of multiversion conflict serializable history, H is 1SR.


8 Simulation model
First we study the behavior of our scheme with a simulation model and then compare
their performance with SMTP model [38, 39] to establish better performance. This
two level performance study was necessary to understand the behavior of our model
and its comparison with a suitable reference model.
Table 1 lists the parameters and their values, which drive the simulator. The database size is represented in terms of lockable units and a small database size (DB_Size)
is used to generate a high contention environment to show the resiliency of our
scheme. In our architecture, therefore, we assume that transactions originate only at
MUs and do not cache data. This assumption allowed us to measure the performance
under high communication traffic. Trans_size is the average number of data objects
required by a transaction, which is computed form their largest size (MAX_Objects)
and smallest size (MIN_Objects). We assume that a read always precedes a write and
Write-Prob defines this probability. The parameter Transmission Delay defines the
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Table 1 Simulation parameters
Parameter

Description

Value

DB_Size

The number of data objects in the system

500/fixed

Num_MH

The number of mobile hosts in the system

125 (maximum)

MAX_Objects

Maximum number of data objects a transaction
needs

20/Fixed

MIN_Objects

Minimum number of data objects a transaction
needs

12/Fixed

Trans_Size

Average transaction size

17

MPL

Total number of active transactions in a MDS

5–125

Write-Prob

Probability that the object read will also be written

(0–1)

Object_Size

The size of the data object being read

250–500 kilobytes

WirelessBandwidth

Available transmission Bandwidth

5–10 kilobytes per ms

Transmission
Delay

Message delay between a DBS and a MH

Message Size (Object_Size/
Bandwidth)

Read Time

Time taken to for reading an object

10 ms

Write Time

Time taken for writing a new value for the object

20 ms

communication delay between DBS and MH. This delay mainly depends on two parameters Wireless-Bandwidth available for transmission and Object_Size of the object
being sent or received. Read Time and Write Time are the times required for reading
an object from the database and writing a new value for the object in the database respectively. Most of these parameters have been used in the papers including [38, 39].
We have assumed that at any time there could be a maximum of 120 MHs in a cell
moving (0 to 10 m/s) using Random Waypoint Model from which the transactions
are initiated. Since we conducted our experiment with one cell only; we have used
multiple MHs, one BS, one DBS, as BSs and DBSs are assumed to be connected with
high bandwidth faster wired network, therefore, hand-offs are simulated in terms of
delays (between 100–200 ms [43]) with 10% random hand-offs in each case. We
consider random disconnections causing aborts in all our experiments with variable
bandwidths. The effect was taken into account in all our experiments, which was not
significant in terms of overall transaction response time.
8.1 Simulation results and discussion
The important parameters to define the performance of a concurrency control mechanism are throughput, transaction abort, blocking and rates, response time, and Conflict rate with in a range of multiprogramming levels (MPL) under a normal to stress
situation. To minimize the stray effects of simulation we executed 5000 transactions
for each simulation run. We executed the same run multiple times and took the average of the results. We define throughput as the number of transactions committed per
unit time (milliseconds) and the response time as the total time spent by a transaction
in the system. The restart rate defines how many transactions were restarted per unit
time and the block rate defines the number of transactions blocked per unit time due
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Fig. 8 Throughput vs MPL

to data conflict. We also measured conflict rate; the number of conflicts suffered by
concurrent transactions per unit time.
Performance metric 1: throughput vs MPL In this experiment (Fig. 8), we measured
the throughput for different MPL with a varying write probability Write_Prob. We
observe that the throughput remains nearly constant after an initial increase and begin
to fall with increase in MPL and write-probability. Throughput also falls with increase
in write-probability due to resource contention among transactions. The throughput
is much higher for write-probability 0 when read-only transactions are present in the
system, as versions are made available much before termination of the transactions.
On the other hand for the Write-Probability of 1; when all the transactions are readwrite, the throughput is the lowest as each transaction reads and writes. These results
are expected from the behavior of the MV-T model described earlier.
Performance metric 2: abort rate vs MPL We observe an interesting result here. In
Fig. 9 we have calculated the rate of transaction abort with MPL for different write
probabilities. There is an increase in abort rate with lower MPL values for different
write-probabilities but rate falls as the MPL increases. This is due to the blocking of
conflicting transactions based on timestamps rather than aborting them. However, the
initial trend shows that the abort-rate increases as the number of blocked transactions
are relatively low compared to aborted transactions but the abort-rate gradually decreases with higher write-probabilities as the number of blocked transactions is much
higher than the number of aborts. The interesting pattern is that at higher MPL abortrate starts increasing again with higher write-probabilities. Therefore, the scheme
performs efficiently in the sense that the abort-rate decreases with increase in writeprobability for medium load and perform otherwise for very low or very high MPL.
This shows that the MV-T model is suitable in mobile environment where aborts are
very expensive.
Another interesting result is that for higher write-probabilities the abort rate is
less compared to the lower write-probabilities, which is different than what has been
observed by other blocking transaction models. This happens because of the blocking
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Fig. 9 Abort-rate vs MPL

Fig. 10 Response time vs MPL

of the conflicting lock requests present in our model. Note that our MV-T model uses
locking as well as timestamps, but the abort-rate for medium load shows a balanced
model, neither many aborts as expected in completely optimistic scheme or nor any
deadlock based aborts as expected in lock-based schemes.
Performance metric 3: response time vs MPL In this experiment (Fig. 10) we calculated the response time. Graph shows that the response time for a MV-T transaction
increases with MPL. It happens because of increasing contention for data objects with
the increase in the number of transactions active at any particular time in the system.
Another point to note is that the response time for the transaction with write probability 1 is the highest and it is the lowest for the transaction with write probability 0.
In case of read-only transactions response time is higher as read-only transactions do
not wait for the termination of write-transactions.
Performance metric 4: restart rate & block rate vs MPL In this experiment
(Fig. 11), we observed the restart rate and the block rate for different writeprobabilities. The graphs on the top portion depict the block-rate and the graphs at the
bottom portion depict the restart-rate of the transactions. It is clear that the restart-rate
of the transactions is much less compared to the block-rate for any write- probability. The block-rate starts increasing with the increase in MPL and it remains constant
for a certain amount of time with MPL between 45 to 60 and then starts to rising
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Fig. 11 Block rate & restart rate vs MPL

Fig. 12 Conflict rate vs MPL

rapidly again. This gradual rise in the blocking-rate of transactions is dependent on
the write-probability, i.e., it occurs first in write probability of 1 then in write probability of 0.75 then in 0.5 and lastly in 0.25. It should also be noted that the rise in
block-rate at the start is for much shorter duration for higher write probabilities of 1,
0.75 and 0.5 as compared to lower write-probability of 0.25. The restart-rate performs
in the same fashion as the block- rate. This experiment shows that the model achieves
a consistent restart rate/block rate for MPL from 45 to 60 and after that limit, the
resource contention has increased again, which results in higher restart/block rates.
This is also confirmed by the response time as shown earlier where the response time
increases more gradually after MPL of 45.
Performance metric 5: conflict rate vs MPL In this experiment (Fig. 12), we observed the rate of conflict with the increasing MPL for different write-probabilities.
There is an increase in the number of conflicts with the increase in MPL and the
number of conflicts for a particular MPL also increases with the increasing writeprobability. Therefore, the highest conflict graph represents the conflict rate for write
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Fig. 13 Throughput vs MPL

probability 1 and the lowest conflict graph represents the conflict rate for the writeprobability 0. The interesting observation is that though the conflict–rate increases
with gradual increase in write-probability but abort-rate decreases. This behavior is
what a mobile system desires due to expensive cost of aborts.
8.2 Performance study with blind writes
In this section, we analyze the different performance metrics evaluated in the previous section in a blind write environment. In the previous case, depending on the write
probability, a read-write transaction would perform a read on data object before it
writes a version for that data object. In this case, the transaction performs only blind
writes, i.e., it does not read the data object but simply writes a new version for the data
object. In mobile computing, stock indices, currency rates, etc. can be updated without necessarily reading their earlier values and hence, are considered as blind writes.
Here we obtain performance metrics for our model under such an environment. In
most of the cases, the graphs behave in a different manner.
Performance metric 1: throughput V/S MPL This graph is very similar to its counterpart without blind writes, where the throughput remains nearly constant with an
increasing MPL of more than 25 for a given write probability. The difference is that
the graphs for 50%, 75% and 100% write probability are very close and nearly overlaps in this case which is not the same in the throughput vs MPL graph for transactions
without blind writes. This is because of the absence of reads on data objects before
the writes are performed. However, there are read-only transactions mixed with blind
write transactions.
Performance metric 2: abort ratio V/S MPL In this experiment (Fig. 14), we calculated the rate of transaction abort with an increasing MPL for different write probabilities in the similar manner as we did for the transactions without blind writes.
For any particular write-probability the rate of abort first increases with the increasing MPL but then after certain MPL the rate of abort falls with the increase in MPL
and after sometime it starts to rise again with increase in MPL. This later increase
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Fig. 14 Abort-ratio vs MPL

Fig. 15 Response time vs MPL

in the rate of abort with the increase in MPL depends on the write-probability. For
a higher write probability this increase appears earlier than compared to the lower
write-probabilities That is, the graph starts to rise again for 100% write-only sooner
than the rise in graph for 75% write & 25% read case, and so on. In any other locking
protocol, the rate of aborts for higher write-probability must be greater than the rate
of aborts for the lower write-probability. That is, the graph for 25% write-probability
is higher than the graphs for 50%, 75% and 100% write-probability. This is because
of the blocking nature of the conflicting write lock requests present in our protocol.
Instead of aborting the conflicting write lock requests, we block those with higher
timestamp order and thus, resulting in lesser abort rate as compared to the other models.
Another observation to be made here is that with higher write probability the faster
is the abort-rate increase for increasing MPL. That is, the graph for 100% write-only
begins to fall at MPL of 10, the graph for 75% write & 25% read begin to fall at MPL
of 15 and the graph for 25% write & 75% read begins to fall at MPL of 30. This is
because of blind writes presence in this case.
Performance metric 3: response time v/s MPL In this experiment (Fig. 15), we have
calculated the average time a transaction spends in the system, called the response
time. The graphs here behave in the same manner as their counterpart in the earlier
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Fig. 16 Restart rate & block rate vs MPL

Fig. 17 Conflict rate vs MPL

case, that is, the transactions with a read before every write on a data object. The difference is that the response time is less for any particular MPL and write probability,
in this case, because of the absence of read on data objects before writes.
Performance metric 4: restart rate & block rate vs MPL In Fig. 16, we have plotted
the block rate and the restart rate for the different write probabilities. The graphs in the
top portion represent the block rate and the graphs in the bottom portion represent the
restart rate. The graph for a particular write probability behaves in a similar manner
as compared to its counterparts in the earlier case where read-write transactions do
not have blind writes. The difference is that the block rate graphs tend to remain
constant with increase in MPL whereas, in the earlier case, those graphs begin to rise
after certain MPL depending on the write-probability. The restart rate of transactions
is less compared to the block rate for any write probability, because of the blocking
nature of the write lock request present in our model.
Performance metric 5: conflict rate V/S MPL In this experiment (Fig. 17), we have
plotted the rate of conflict with increasing MPL for different write probabilities. The
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Fig. 18 After commit wait time vs MPL

graphs in the above diagram behave in a similar manner as compared to their counterparts in the earlier case where the write on data object is performed only after
read.
Performance metric 6: AfterCommitWaitTime V/S MPL In this experiment (Fig. 18),
we have plotted the rate of AfterCommitWaitTime with the increasing MPL for the
different write probabilities. AfterCommitWaitTime is the average time a transaction
has to wait at DBS after its commit before it is actually terminated by DBS. It can
be clearly seen that the AfterCommitWaitTime for a particular write probability is
nearly constant with varying MPL. That is, even with an increase in MPL, which
means an increase in data contention and increase in the number of transactions that
are active at DBS, the average time a transaction has to wait after its commit before it
is actually terminated, is the same. This behavior is definitely to an advantage of the
locking protocol adapted in our model.
8.3 Comparison with speculative transaction model
In this section, we compared our MV-T model with a Speculative Model for Transaction Processing (SMTP) proposed in [38, 39]. We use throughput and response time
for the comparison. Note that the SMTP model assumes no aborts as the conflicting transactions are executed in parallel on multiple versions, and each transaction
commit on one value and the other one is discarded. That is, a waiting transaction
speculatively carries out alternative executions on both before and after images and
they retain the appropriate execution outcome based on the termination decision of
preceding transactions before its own commit. We selected this model as it uses versions to execute transactions in a mobile environment. Moreover, the SMTP model
outperforms traditional 2PL [15], and WDL [16] and therefore, these basic reference
models have not been compared again here. In our experiments, we consider only two
versions in both the models and keep the same environment as in earlier experiments.
Note that this is best case scenario in both the models. Also, in this experiment, each
transaction reads and writes a data object (100% read-write) which is the condition
used in the SMTP model. Also, this is the worst-case comparison, as the resource
contention will be much higher under this condition which makes it useful for the
purpose of comparing two models.
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Fig. 19 Throughput: SMTP V/S MV-T

Fig. 20 Response: SMTP V/S MV-T

It is clear from the performance model, MV-T model performs better in terms of
throughput as the SMTP takes longer in execution as it compute the values using
both the before- and after-versions and the next transaction waits for the completion
of earlier transaction and then again waits for the commit of prior transactions. Thus,
a transaction has to wait longer for both read and write operations in SMTP. In MV-T
model, a transaction upgrades a write-lock to verified-lock to make data values available for others much before it terminates. In addition, in MV-T model, a transaction
makes available data values at the time of commit (before final termination), whereas
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in case of SMTP, they are only available after a transaction is terminated. The advantage of separating a commit state from the termination state is visible from this
particular experiment. In addition to the above arguments which also hold true in arguing for increase in the response time in case of SMTP than MV-T model, our model
voids delays due to deadlocks by using timestamps. In terms of gradual increase, both
models experience resource contention at almost same MPL of about 30 onwards. At
a lower value of MPL, the difference in the two models is not that significant as the
lock waiting time and the difference between the commit and termination time in
MV-T model is comparable to SMTP model’s speculative execution of transactions.
However, once the load on the system increases, the SMTP model suffers due to resource contention, long-duration, possible deadlocks, and waiting to commit of the
previous transactions.
Note that in the presence of read-only transactions, SMTP model’s performance
will deteriorate as read-only transactions will read both the versions and wait for the
previous write transaction to commit on one of the versions. This will not only increase the response time and decrease the throughput, but will also consume extra resources. In addition, SMTP assumes unlimited resources not an appropriate assumption in case of mobile computing. Moreover, every time a transaction is executed,
the system accepts only the outcome of the execution using either before- or afterimages, and discard the other one and thus, SMTP wastes resources such as storage,
battery power and CPU usage. One can argue that in SMTP model discarding a partial result of a transaction (though not considered as abort in [38, 39]) is equivalent to
one sub-transaction abort per transaction execution (with only two versions) which is
very expensive in case of a wireless mobile environment.
9 Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we presented a formal transaction-processing model that handles two
versions: committed and terminated and discussed the locking algorithms to control
the concurrent executions of transactions under multiversion. Read-only transactions
always return the current value either committed or terminated. We have presented
the performance evaluation of MV-T model which increases availability in mobile
computing environment. The model presented is deadlock free and reduces abortrate with increase in write-probability for the moderate load. The blocked transactions also have low restart-rate. Thus, the model provides very efficient transaction
execution in a mobile environment with high throughput with low abort-rate. For
future work, we are simulating the model in the environment of multiple versions
rather than restricting to only two versions. Also, we are considering another variation of the model where we block every conflicting transaction and abort transactions
that involve in deadlocks. Another interesting issue we are exploring is to introduce
real-time constraints in the model, and transactions which have hard-deadlines, can
always read the latest version of the object as reads are never aborted in our model.
We are exploring to adapt the model for broadcast transaction processing [11, 25, 34,
40, 41] and in M-P2P domain.
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